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total expenses in predetermined years thus calculated With 
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METHOD FOR SELECTING A CONTAINER 
MODEL FOR COMPONENT PARTS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to a method for selecting an opti 

mum type of containers for packaging component parts of 
vehicles, for example. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Component parts, and the like, of vehicles Were usually 

contained in corrugated containers, and speci?c parts Were 
sometimes contained in semipermanently durable contain 
ers. 

Corrugated containers are disposable containers that are 
used only once and disposed thereafter, and annual expense 
for corrugated containers is ?xed in accordance With annual 
demand of component parts. Therefore, as far as corrugated 
containers are used, improvement of commercial pro?t is 
not expected. 
On the other hand, semipermanently durable containers 

are expensive. Nevertheless, if component parts themselves 
are changed in shape due to a model change, for example, 
such durable containers Will become unusable and Will result 
in being uneconomical. 

For some kinds of component parts, the use of containers 
durable over a certain number of repetitive use may become 
economical in a long run even though their unit cost is 
higher than corrugated containers. Additionally, When a 
possible change of the shape of component parts is taken 
into consideration, such containers may be economical than 
semipermanently durable containers. 

It is therefore an object of the invention to provide a 
method for selecting a container model for component parts, 
capable of selecting a most pro?table, optimum container 
model for a particular item of component parts. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

According to the invention, there is provided a method for 
selecting a container for component parts comprising the 
steps of: 

setting a prototype container unit price, a per-unit con 
tainer recovery expense, an annual purchase frequency, 
a durable period and an annual demand quantity for 
each of various container models other than a dispos 
able container model for a speci?c component part; 

in case that said container has a durable period shorter 
than one year, 
calculating the annual container purchase expense on 

the basis of the annual demand quantity, the annual 
purchase frequency and the prototype container unit 
price; 

calculating an annual container recovery expense on 
the basis of said annual demand quantity, the con 
tainer recovery expense and the annual purchase 
frequency thereof; and 

calculating a total expense of the container having a 
durable period shorter than one year in predeter 
mined years on the basis of the annual container 
purchase expense and said annual container recovery 
expense thereof, 

in case that the container has a durable period not shorter 
than one year; 
calculating an initial-year container purchase expense 

on the basis of the annual demand quantity and the 
prototype container unit price thereof; 
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2 
calculating a next-year container purchase expense on 

the basis of the annual demand quantity, the proto 
type container unit price and an annual supplemen 
tary rate thereof; 

calculating the annual container recovery expense on 
the basis of the annual demand quantity and the 
container recovery expense; and 

calculating a total expense in the predetermined years 
of the container having a durable period not shorter 
than one year on the basis of the initial-year con 
tainer purchase expense, the next-year container 
purchase expense and the annual container recovery 
expense; 

repeating calculation of total expenses of the others of 
the container models; and 

selecting optimum one of the container models having 
the least total expenses in the predetermined years 
among calculated the total expenses in the predeter 
mined years and the total expense in the predeter 
mined years of the disposable container. 

This method enables computation of the total expenses in 
predetermined years of various container models other than 
disposable container models such that a most economical, 
optimum container model can be selected by comparing the 
total expenses in predetermined years including those of 
disposable containers. 

Therefore, by comparing the total expenses in predeter 
mined years, it is possible to ?nd out a container model more 
commercially pro?table than disposable containers and 
more economical than semipermanently durable containers. 
The computation may result in indicating a disposable 

container as the most inexpensive, optimum container model 
for a particular part. 

In the method for selecting a container model for com 
ponent parts, the component parts to be contained in the 
container may be a vehicle component parts, and the pre 
determined years may be six years from the ?rst to sixth 
years. 

Vehicles are usually changed in model every three to four 
years. According to the past data, operation attenuation rates 
of vehicle component parts tend to rapidly drop as from the 
?fth year. Therefore, expenses required for containers from 
the ?rst year, Where neW component parts are ?rst 
purchased, to the sixth year, Which is next to the year Where 
their operation attenuation rates begin to rapidly loWer, 
indicate most actual expenses of containers of vehicle com 
ponents parts. 

In the method for selecting a container model for com 
ponent parts, the annual supplementary rate is preferably 
0.03. More speci?cally, in case of a container model Whose 
life exceeds one year, it is reasonable in vieW of the average 
of the past records to determine that the annual supplemen 
tary rate that indicates the rate of supplementation required 
by the next year due to breakage and others is 0.03 (3%). 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram of a computer-aided 
control system of a method for selecting a container model 
for component parts according to an embodiment of the 
invention; 

FIG. 2 is a How chart shoWing operation procedures by 
the control system; 

FIGS. 3A, 3B and 3C are tables that shoW various results 
of computations according to the How chart in conjunction 
With the embodiment; and 

FIG. 4 is a diagram that shoWs six-year total expenses in 
conjunction With the same embodiment. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

An embodiment of the invention Will noW be explained 
below With reference to FIGS. 1 through 3C. 

The operation of selecting a container model for compo 
nent parts according to the embodiment is an application to 
containers of vehicle component parts, and it is executed by 
a computer 1. 

FIG. 1 shoWs a functional block diagram of the control 
system by the computer 1. 

The computer 1 includes an operation control means 2 
that introduces various data from an input means 5 and 
deliver respective data to respective operating means. 

The Input data introduced by the input means 5 include 
the unit price u of a prototype of each container model of a 
vehicle component part, per-use recovery expense r, annual 
purchase frequency n, durable period y, and annual demand 
quantity D, among others. 

Operating means include an annual container purchase 
expense operating means 11 for computing the annual 
container purchase expense C of each container model 
having a durable period shorter than one year, an annual 
container recovery expense operating means 12 for comput 
ing each annual container recovery expense R, and a total 
expense operating means 13 for computing the total expense 
Z of in the period of predetermined years (six years) based 
on the results of those computations. For containers having 
durable periods longer than one year, the operating means 
further include an initial-year container purchase expense 
operating means 21 for computing the initial-year container 
purchase expense C1, a next-year container purchase 
expense operating means 22 for computing the next-year 
container purchase expense C2, an annual container recov 
ery expense operating means for computing the annual 
container recovery expense R, and a total expense operating 
means 24 for computing the total expense Z of predeter 
mined years (six years) based on the results of those com 
putations. 

The total expense of each speci?c container model (other 
than disposable containers) of a particular component part is 
calculated by those operating means 11, 12, 13, 21, 22, 23, 
24. 

The computer 1 further includes a disposable container 
total expense storage means 30 for storing the unit price of 
each disposable container (corrugated container) and its total 
expense Z of predetermined years (six years). 

Furthermore, the computer 1 includes a container model 
selecting means 3 for selecting the model having the small 
est one of the total expenses Z calculated on various con 
tainer models for a particular component part and the total 
expenses Z of disposable containers stored in the disposable 
container total expense storage means 30. The computer 1 
also includes a display control means 4 for controlling a 
display means 6 to display the results of those operations. 

Procedures of operations for calculating total expenses Z 
of predetermined years (six years) of a certain container 
model are shoWn in the How chart of FIG. 2, and Will be 
explained folloWing to the How chart. 

For a certain container model, the unit price u of its 
prototype container, per-use recovery expense r, annual 
purchasing frequency n, durable period y, and annual 
demand quantity D are ?rst set up according to inputs (step 
1). 

Subsequently, it is determined Whether the durable period 
y already set is shorter than one year or not (step 2). If it is 
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4 
shorter than one year, the How goes to step 3 to compute the 
annual container purchase expense C in the annual container 
purchase expense operating means 11. 

The annual container purchase expense C of a container 
model Whose durable period is shorter than one year can be 
obtained by obtaining the monthly demand quantity by 
dividing the annual demand quantity D by 12, and then 
multiplying the monthly demand quantity by the annual 
purchase frequency n and the prototype container unit price 
u. 

That is, annual container purchase expense C is C=(D/ 
12)EIIEI1. 

In the next step 4, the annual container recovery expense 
R is computed in the annual container recovery expense 
operating means 12. 
The annual container recovery expense R is calculated by 

multiplying the annual demand quantity D by the per-use 
recovery expense r and the annual recovery frequency ratio 

(1-n/ 12). 
That is, the annual container recovery expense R is 

R=DEI'E(1—I1/12). 
Note that the annual recovery frequency ratio is the ratio 

of tWelve months minus the months other than the annual 
purchase frequency n, namely (12—n), relative to tWelve 
months, namely (12—n)/12=1—n/12. 

Vehicles are usually changed in model every three to four 
years, and according to the past data, operation attenuation 
rates of vehicle component parts tend to rapidly drop as from 
the ?fth year. Therefore, in the next step 5, calculation is 
carried out to obtain the total expense Z required for the 
container from the ?rst year, Where neW component parts are 
?rst purchased, to the sixth year, Which is next to the year 
Where the operation attenuation rate begins to rapidly loWer. 

That is, from the annual container purchase expense C and 
the annual container recovery expense R calculated in the 
preceding steps 3 and 4, the total expense Z becomes 
Z=6C+6R (step 5). 
As such, for containers having durable periods y shorter 

than one year, the six-year total expenses Z are calculated 
folloWing to the steps 3, 4 and 5. 

Containers Whose durable periods y are not shorter than 
one year are discriminated in step 2, and the How goes to 
step 6. In step 6, the initial-year container purchase expense 
C1 is calculated in the initial-year container purchase 
expense operating means 21. 
As to a container model Whose durable period is one year 

or longer, the annual purchase frequency y is determined as 
2, taking its recovery into consideration, and the initial-year 
container purchase expense C1 can be obtained by multi 
plying the monthly demand quantity (D/12) by the annual 
purchase frequency 2 and the prototype container unit price 
u. That is, the initial-year container purchase expense C1 is 
C1=(D/12)E2Ell. 

In the next step 7, the next-year container purchase 
expense C2 is calculated in the next-year container purchase 
expense operating means 22. The next-year container pur 
chase expense C2 of a container Whose durable period is one 
year or longer corresponds to the expense of supplement for 
broken containers, and it is calculated by multiplying the 
initial-year container purchase expense C1 by the annual 
supplementary rate. 
The annual supplementary rate is determined as 0.03 (3%) 

on the basis of the average of the past records. 
In the next step 8, the annual container recovery expense 

R is computed in the annual container recovery expense 
operating means 23. 
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Annual recovery expense of a container model having a 
one-year or longer durable period is calculated by assuming 
the month of neW purchase of the containers to be a month 
not requiring recovery and therefore multiplying the annual 
ratio 11/ 12 excluding one month from a year by the product 
of the annual demand quantity D and the per-use recovery 
expense r. That is, the annual container recovery expense R 
is R—D=r=(11/12) (step 8). 

Once the initial-year container purchase expense C1, 
next-year container purchase expense C2 and annual con 
tainer recovery expense R are calculated, the How progresses 
to step 9 to determine Whether the durable period y is shorter 
than tWo years or not. If it is shorter than tWo years, the How 
goes to step 10, and since the container model requires the 
initial-year container purchase expense C1 and the annual 
container recovery expense R every year, its six-year total 
expense Z is calculated as Z=6C1+3C2+6R. 

That is, as to a container model Whose useful time in year 
y is not shorter than tWo years and shorter than three years, 
it requires the initial-year container purchase expense C1 and 
the next-year container purchase expense C2 three times 
every six years, and its six-year total expense Z is calculated 
as Z=3C1+3C2+6R. 

If the container model has a three-year or longer durable 
period y, the How goes from step 11 to step 13 to determine 
Whether the durable period y is shorter than six years or not. 
If it is shorter than six years, the How goes to step 14, and 
the six-year total expense Z is calculated as Z=2C1+4C2+6R. 

That is, for a container model Whose durable period is not 
shorter than three years and shorter than six years, only tWo 
times of payment of the initial-year container purchase 
expense C1 and the remainder four times of payment of the 
next-year container purchase expense C2 are all of the 
purchase expense in the six-year period. Therefore, the 
six-year total expense Z is Z=2C1+4C2+6R. 

In case of a container model Whose durable period y is six 
years or longer, the How goes from step 13 to step 15, and 
the six-year total expense Z is calculated as Z=C1+5C2+6R. 

That is, for a container Whose durable period y is longer 
than six years, only one time of payment of the initial-year 
container purchase expense C1 and the remainder ?ve times 
of payment of the next-year container purchase expense C2 
are all of the purchase expense in the six-year period. 
Therefore, the six-year total expense Z is Z=C1+5C2+6R. 

Through the procedures explained above, six-year total 
expenses Z are calculated for individual container models. 

On the other hand, corrugated containers currently used as 
part-containers for containing vehicle component parts are 
disposable, and their unit prices are already knoWn in 
association With speci?c component parts. Therefore, the 
annual purchase expense of each corrugated container model 
can be calculated by multiplying its unit price by the annual 
demand quantity, and its six-year total expense is six times 
thereof. 

Six-year total expenses of corrugated container models 
huts obtained are stored in the disposable container total 
expense storage means 30. 
As to container models for certain times of repetitive use 

other than disposable container models, by calculating six 
year total expenses by operations folloWing to the ?oWchart 
and by comparing them and total expenses of corrugated 
container models, the most inexpensive, optimum container 
model can be selected for each speci?c component part. 

For some actual vehicle component parts, expenses of 
three kinds of containers, namely, a black corrugated con 
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6 
tainer reinforced than normal corrugated containers, chemi 
cally reinforced container (container reinforced by chemi 
cally processing a corrugated container) and PP container 
(resin container) are operated, and they are compared With 
each other and also With corrugated containers. 
The annual purchase frequency of the black corrugated 

container is six times, that of the chemically reinforce 
container is three times, and that of the PP container is tWo 
times. The durable periods of the black corrugated container 
and the chemically reinforced container are shorter than one 
year, and that of the PP container is not shorter than six 
years. 

The table of FIG. 3A shoWs demand quantities (annual 
and monthly), prototype container unit prices (black corru 
gated containers, chemically reinforced containers, PP 
containers) and per-use container recovery expenses of 
different component parts ranked from 1 to 11 in the order 
of the largest to smallest demand quantities. 
The prototype container unit price rises in the order of the 

black corrugated container, chemically reinforced container 
and PP container. The per-use container recovery expense is 
constantly 400 yen for all component parts and container 
models. 

The table of FIG. 3B shoWs annual container purchase 
expenses C, C1, C2, and annual container recovery expenses 
R calculated for those three container models. 

The table of FIG. 3C shoWs six-year total expenses Z of 
those three container models calculated from the annual 
container purchase expenses C, C1, C2, and the annual 
container recovery expenses R. 

The table of FIG. 3C also shoWs unit prices of existing 
disposable corrugated containers, their annual purchase 
expenses and total expenses (for six years) for the compari 
son purposes. 

FIG. 4 is a bar chart for comparison of six-year total 
expenses of four container models, namely, black corrugated 
containers, chemically reinforced containers, PP containers 
and corrugated containers, on the basis of the table of FIG. 
3C. 

Among all component parts of all demand quantities 
numbered ?rst to eleventh, the expenses become smaller in 
the order of black corrugated containers, chemically rein 
forced containers and PP containers. Especially, PP contain 
ers are alWays most inexpensive also When compared With 
corrugated containers, and it is appreciated from the six-year 
total expenses that PP containers having six-year or longer 
durable periods are most pro?table, although their unit 
prices are higher. 
When three container models other than PP containers are 

compared, chemically reinforced containers are inexpensive 
for component parts numbered 1 through 4 and 8 through 10, 
but existing corrugated containers are more pro?table for the 
other component parts numbered 5 through 7 and 11. 
As such, in regard to eleven kinds of vehicle component 

parts referred to above, most reasonable six-year total 
expenses can be calculated by operation for three container 
models, namely, black corrugated containers, chemically 
reinforced containers and PP containers, and by comparing 
them With each other and With total expenses of existing 
corrugated containers, it is possible to knoW that PP con 
tainers are most pro?table for all of eleven kinds of com 
ponent parts. 
As such, ef?ciency of expenses for fabrication of part 

containers can be enhanced, and their cost reduction can be 
realiZed. Workers may merely carry out simple jobs com 
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piled in a manual, such as entry of values of prototype 
container unit prices through the input means. 

Therefore, the invention facilitates ?exible transaction on 
containers upon changes of shapes of component parts to 
more reliably keep the qualities of component parts during 
their transportation and storage. In addition, it is possible to 
standardize necessary jobs for selecting optimum part 
containers and to enable a Wider range of staffs to cope With 
the jobs. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for selecting a part-container comprising the 

steps of: 
setting a prototype container unit price (u), a per-unit 

container recovery expense (r), an annual purchase 
frequency (n), a durable period (y) and an annual 
demand quantity (D) for each of various container 
models other than a disposable container model for a 
speci?c component part; 

in case that said container has a durable period shorter 
than one year, 
calculating the annual container purchase expense (C) 

on the basis of said annual demand quantity (D), said 
annual purchase frequency (n) and said prototype 
container unit price (u); 

calculating an annual container recovery expense (R) 
on the basis of said annual demand quantity, said 
container recovery expense and said annual purchase 
frequency thereof; and 
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8 
in case that said container has a durable period not shorter 

than one year, 
calculating an initial-year container purchase expense 

(C1) on the basis of said annual demand quantity (D) 
and said prototype container unit price (u) thereof; 

calculating a next-year container purchase expense 
(C2) on the basis of said annual demand quantity (D), 
said prototype container unit price (u) and an annual 
supplementary rate thereof; 

calculating the annual container recovery expense (R) 
on the basis of said annual demand quantity and said 
container recovery expense; and 

calculating a total expense (Z) in said predetermined 
years of said container having a durable period not 
shorter than one year on the basis of said initial-year 
container purchase expense (C1), said next-year con 
tainer purchase expense (C2) and said annual con 
tainer recovery expense (R); 

repeating calculation of total expenses of the others of 
said container models; and 

selecting optimum one of said container models having 
the least total expenses in said predetermined years 
among calculated said total expenses in said predeter 
mined years and the total expense in said predeter 
mined years of said disposable container. 

2. The method for selecting a container model for com 
ponent parts according to claim 1 Wherein said component 
parts are vehicle component parts, and said predetermined 
years are six years from the ?rst to sixth years. 

3. The method for selecting a container model for com 
ponent parts according to claim 1 or 2 Wherein said annual 
supplementary rate is 0.03. 


